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These experiences may no doubt be varied in form, but, as stated
before, they are one in essence. One with. a philosophic t-arn of mind,
for instance, may see the Eternal Verity in its purely impersonal
form ; the experiences of others, again, who, though, not philosophers,
are, nevertheless, devoted worshippers may be somewhat different.
A few illustrations will make this clear.
The following cases, taken from Prof. James's " Varieties of Reli-
gions Experience/5 refer to experiences more or less impersonal in their
character:—
€c In that time the consciousness of God's nearness came to me
sometimes. I say God to describe what is indescribable. A presence,
I might say, but that is too suggestive of personality, and the moments
of -winch. I speak did not hold, the consciousness of a personality, but
something in myself made me feel myself a parfc of something bigger
tlian I that was controlling. I felt myself one with. the grass, the
trees, birds, insects, everything in nature."1
Similarly, St. John of the Cross says :—
^We receive the mystical knowledge of G-od, clothed in none of the
kmd. of images, in none of the sensible representations, which our
mind makes use of in other circumstances. Accordingly, in this
'knowledge, since the senses and imagination are not employed, we
ge"fc neither form nor impression; nor can we give any account or
ftirmsli any likeness, although the mysterious and, sweet-tasting wis-
dom comes home so clearly to the inmost parts of our soul.112
.Another mystic—a Swiss—gives his experience thus :—
6C I think it well to add that in this ecstasy of mine, God 6.ad neither
form, colour, odour nor taste. Moreover, the feeling of His presence
was accompanied with no determinate localization. It was rather
as if my personality had been transformed by the presence of a Spin-
Cual Spirit^3
o£l the oilier hand, as stated before, the experiences of others less
gifted but nevertheless most sincere in their devotions, may be some-
wliait different; in their visions, these may see something more con"
^•^ Var. Rel. Exp.," p. 394, Note 2. a 'y^r. Eel. Exp./ p. 407.
<7f. Rabindranath Tagore's vision,        s j^ ^ g§

